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ABSTRACT

The aim is to evaluate the pancreatic vascular-ischemic effects 
related to double balloon enteroscopy in the porcine model as a 
possible etiopathogenesis of post-enteroscopic pancreatitis. For this 
reason we carry out two independent experiments in a porcine 
animal model. In the first arm protocol (group I), 10 animals 
underwent 90 minutes of oral enteroscopy with 7 days follow-up. 
The levels of amylase, lipase and C-reactive protein were measured 
at T0 basal-T1 -90 min, T2-24, T3-7 days. Also we perform upper 
gastrointestinal endoscopy in a control group. At 7 days, the 
animals of experimental protocol-I had their pancreases removed 
for a pathological and immunohistochemical study to evaluate 
vascular epithelial growth factor (VEGF) expression.

The second experimental protocol in this study aims to evaluate 
possible changes in vascular topography due to the double 
balloon enteroscopy (DBE). Group-II (10 animals) underwent oral 
enteroscopy and selective angiography of the cranial mesenteric 
artery and celiac trunk. None of the group I or control group 
animals presented pancreatitis, although the biochemical results 
for group-I showed increases in the levels of amylase, lipase and 
C reactive protein at 24 hours. The microscopic study for group-I 
showed pancreatic necrotic foci and positive VEGF expression, 
though these changes were not expressed in the control group. 
These foci were found in 50 % of the group I animals and in 
relation to the total of the parenchyma were quantified at 6 % of 
the pancreas. The results for group-II showed that the enteroscopy 
caused mobilization of the mesenteric vascular axis, with signs of 
both intestinal and pancreatic hypoperfusion. The conclusions 
of this study are that, after enteroscopy in the porcine model, 
pancreatic necrotic foci are produced, in addition to ischemic 
phenomena causing VEGF expression. This could be related to 

episodes of visceral hypoperfusion caused by vascular alterations 
on a topographic level. This can be related to the possible ischemic 
etiopathogenesis described for post-enteroscopic pancreatitis.
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INTRODUCTION

Double balloon enteroscopy (DBE), first introduced in 
2001 by H. Yamamoto, has enabled endoscopic study of a 
segment of the digestive tract that up until a few years ago 
was difficult to access completely (1,2). DBE has proved 
to be a safe technique, with only about 1.2 % percentage of 
complications. Like any other endoscopic procedure, this 
technique is associated with certain complications, which 
have been described in different multi-center studies (3,4). 
Amongst those complications classified as serious, we can 
highlight bleeding, associated with therapy, and intesti-
nal perforation which is associated with the treatment of 
polyps and those patients who had previously undergone 
abdominal surgery (5). The third important complication 
after DBE is acute pancreatitis: Nowadays its etiopatho-
genesis is still under discussion, and the rates of pancre-
atitis after DBE are 0.2 %-3.2 % (3-11).

At present the most widespread hypothesis is that during 
the DBE a traumatic injury can be produced, which may 
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or may not be related to an ischemia, which can have a 
determining effect on the possible apparition of pancre-
atitis. This potential injury would be caused by the wide-
spread folding of the intestines, which have already been 
explored, the intraluminal pressure of the overtube and 
the balloons during retraction, and possibly some kind of 
torsion of the mesentery (12-14). Another possible etio-
pathogenesis, which has been described, is the direct injury 
of the pancreas owing to the compression of the endoscope 
against the spine (15).

The typical DBE maneuvers with duodeno-jejunal 
shortening and small intestine displacement could cause 
traumatic stress, mainly in the body and tail of the pancreas 
because these portions are less mobile and thus more resis-
tant to deformation, which would affect both the pancreatic 
parenchyma and its blood supply (9,10,14,16).

Although post-DBE pancreatitis is relatively uncom-
mon, it is the most important complication after oral DBE 
diagnosis (17). The aim of this experimental study is to 
evaluate the vascular and ischemic effects related to the 
pancreas, which occur during a DBE in porcine model as 
a possible etiopathogenesis of post-DBE pancreatitis.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

The experimental protocol was divided into two inde-
pendent studies. Experimental protocol-I: Study of bio-
chemical and pathological modifications of the DBE and 
a second experimental protocol: Vascular topographical 
changes during DBE (experimental protocol-II).

Animals

Twenty-five healthy, large White pigs were used with 
weights between 45-50 kg. Our institution’s Animal Exper-
imentation Ethics Committee approved this experimental 
activity.

–  Experimental protocol-I. Consisting of a group of 
10 animals (group I), which were attempt to evaluate 
pancreatic biochemical and pathological alterations 
associated with 90 minutes of diagnostic DBE, and 
control group (CG), consisting of 5 animals, which 
underwent upper gastrointestinal endoscopy during 30 
minutes. This serves as a control group against group I 
to assess whether the pancreatic pathological and bio-
chemical alterations are representative of the DBE or 
happen in all upper gastrointestinal endoscopies.

–  Experimental protocol-II. A second enteroscopy 
group consisting in 10 animals where the aim was 
exclusively to assess whether there were changes in 
the topography of the cranial mesenteric artery and 
celiac trunk related to DBE, which could be related 
to alterations in pancreatic irrigation. No biochemical 
measurements or pathological studies were taken by 

the possible interference of the intravenous injection 
of contrast medium.

DBE (experimental protocol I and II)

The group-I and group-II animals underwent oral DBE, 
which lasted 90 minutes (Fujinon EN-450T5). The depth 
reached was evaluated in both groups using the May A (18) 
technique, which has been recently validated in the porcine 
model by López Albors et al. (19). The balloons were not 
insufflated in any of the animals until the biliopancreatic 
intersection had been passed.

Analytical studies (experimental protocol I)

In the CG and group-I the serum amylase and lipase, as 
well as the C-reactive protein (CRP) levels were measured 
at different times: T

0
-basal, T

1
-end of the exploration, 

T
2
-24 hours, T

3
-7 days after DBE. It was established that 

the serum amylase and lipase values needed to be 3 times 
the basal values, in addition to signs of abdominal pain, 
in order to indicate acute pancreatitis. Over the 7 days 
follow-up, the animals treated were evaluated every day 
to check aspects such as behavioral variations, anorexia, 
vomiting, diarrhea and pain.

Histological evaluation (experimental protocol I)

The animals in the CG and group-I were sacrificed on 
the seventh day of the study. During necropsy, macroscop-
ic aspects of the pancreas were evaluated before it was 
extracted and divided into 1x1x1 cm fragments which were 
fixed in 4 % paraformaldehyde and embedded in paraffin 
blocks. In addition to the histopathological study, using 
hematoxylin/eosin staining, the level of expression of the 
vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) was used as 
an indicator of the angiogenic processes induced by tissue 
hypoxia (22). The tissue was incubated overnight at 4 °C 
with rabbit anti-VEGF primary antibody (SC-507, Santa 
Cruz Biotechnology Inc.) at a dilution of 1:100. A rabbit 
biotinylated anti-IgG antibody (Vector Laboratories), at a 
dilution of 1:100, was used as the secondary antibody. To 
reveal the marker we used Alexa Fluor® 488 fluorochrome 
at a dilution of 1:100, conjugated with streptavidin (Molec-
ular Probes), and the nuclear marker TO-PRO®3 iodide 
(Molecular Probes) at a dilution of 1:100 in PBS.

Selective angiography of the cranial mesenteric 
artery and celiac trunk (experimental protocol II)

This was only performed in group-II, at T
0
 and T

1
. Start-

ing at the femoral artery a hydrophilic guide wire (Radiofo-
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cus, Terumo®, 0.035 inch) and a Cobra catheter (Radiofocus 
Cobra catheter, Terumo®, 5Fr) were inserted until the angio-
graphic catheter reached the cranial mesenteric artery, where 
the contrast medium was injected to complete the angiogram 
(Meglumine amidotrizoate and Sodium amidotrizoate; Uro-
grafin 76 %, Schering®). The celiac trunk was subsequently 
catheterized and the process repeated. 

Statistical analysis

The values for serum amylase, lipase and CRP were 
analyzed using the SPSS 19.0 (IBM®) program. Descrip-
tive statistics were obtained and then a variance analysis 
was performed (repeated measures ANOVA) between the 
CG and group-I, with the intragroup factor being defined 
as the time of sampling and (T

0
, T

1
, T

2
, T

3
), the significance 

level as 95 %.

RESULTS

Experimental protocol I

Group-I. Depth advanced (353.7 ± 65.9 cm)

–  Analytical studies. The results from the biochemical 
studies for the CG and this group are summarized in 
table I. No animal in this group presented signs of 
post-DBE pancreatitis (Fig. 1). 

–  Histological evaluation. The macroscopic study of 
the pancreas at the moment of necropsy did not show 
any effusions, hematomas, hemorrhages or abscesses. 
When comparing the anatomopathological results of 
group-I with the CG, there was evidence of disperse 

areas of ischemic type tissue necrosis with inflamed 
cell infiltration around the necrotic foci (Fig. 2). 
These foci were found in 50 % of the animals and in 
relation to the total of the parenchyma were quanti-
fied at 6 % of the pancreas. Of this percentage of the 

Table I. Experimental protocol-I [group I (GI) versus control 
group (CG)] 

Group Time Amylase (UI/L) Lipase (UI/L) CRP (mg/L)

GI

T0 2074.4 ± 296.8a 17.7 ± 2.4a 39.1 ± 13a

T1 2070 ± 281.3a 8.8 ± 1.2bc 37.2 ± 12.1a

T2 2487.2 ± 364.5b 26.7 ± 6.6ab 114.8 ± 31.8b

T3 2337.9 ± 300.7b 5.71 ± 0.5c 78.1 ± 31.6ab

CG

T0 1295,7 ± 120,6a 14,7 ± 2,2a 11,0 ± 3,9a

T1
1290,6 ± 
158,6ab 9,4 ± 1,0a 11,9 ± 3,8a

T2 1311 ± 88,6ab 19,5 ± 3,6a 51,5 ± 26,0a

T3 1474.4 ± 143.2b 8.9 ± 2.2a 20.4 ± 10.5a

Intragroup comparison of the serum amylase, lipase and C-reactive protein (CRP) 
values (average ± standard error) over the duration of the experiment (basal, 
end of the endoscopy, 24 hours and 7 days after endoscopy). The different 
superscript letters (a, b, c) in the same value column for each group indicate 
differences with a confidence level of 95 %.

Fig. 1. Group I and control I (experimental protocol I). Serum amylase 
(A), lipase (B) and C-reactive protein (C). (*) Significant differences, 
p < 0.005.
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pancreatic parenchyma, 56.2 % of the necrotic foci 
corresponded to the pancreas tail.

In the immunohistochemical study of the VEGF expres-
sion, three important findings should be highlighted. The 
first is that on the pancreatic parenchyma there were areas 
where the VEGF was not expressed alongside others where 
it was highly expressed. The second important point is that 
there was no VEGF expression in the CG (Fig. 3). Finally, 
the pancreatic necrosis foci showed lower VEGF expres-
sion, as corresponds to areas with non-viable cells (Fig. 4).

Experimental protocol II

Group-II. Depth advanced (311.1 ± 73.2 cm)

The angiography results of the cranial mesenteric artery 
before and after the DBE, coinciding with the greatest 
depth reached, showed clear differences. At T

0,
 the cranial 

mesenteric vascular axis was located mainly to the right, 
in its usual anatomical position, but it turned completely 
to the left at T

1
 (Fig. 5). At T

1, 
which corresponds with the 

end of the exploration after retraction, a lack of vascular 
repletion could be seen in the caudal pancreaticoduodenal 
artery. There was a negative effect on the opacification 
speed of the branches of the cranial mesenteric artery at 
T

1
 with respect to T

0
. This affected both the vasculariza-

tion of the pancreas as well as of the small intestine. The 
perfusion of the straight jejunal arteries decreased due to 
the reduction of the artery caliber, with a decrease in the 
network of straight arteries on the mesenteric edge, and a 
lack of capillary network on the antimesenteric side of the 
small intestine. 

With regards the selective angiography of the celiac 
trunk, differences could also be seen between T

0
 and T

1
. 

Fig. 4. Pancreas immunohistochemistry. Focus of pancreatic ischemia 
where less VEGF expression is shown. 1. Pancreatic acini with normal 
structure and nuclei (arrow), which express VEGF. 2. Ischemic zone where 
the pancreatic acini structure has been lost and nuclei are pyknotic (tip 
of the arrow).

Fig. 2. Hematoxiline-eosine staining of the porcine pancreas. Ischemic 
necrosis focus is shown on the pancreatic parenchyma.

Fig. 3. Pancreas immunohistochemistry. A. Lack of expression of the VEGF 
in a necrotic area. B. Expression of the VEGF in a normal parenchyma. 
C. Transition areas of the VEGF cell expression. C1 Low expression of 
the VEGF (1). C2. High expression of the VEGF (2). D. Negative control.
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Negative effects were observed at T
1 
in the perfusion of 

all the animals in this group for the celiac trunk and the 
pancreatic blood supply (Fig. 6). None of the animals in 
this group presented signs of post-DBE pancreatitis.

DISCUSSION

Ten years after the establishment of DBE as the tech-
nique of choice for diagnosis and therapy of small intes-
tine, the etiopathogenesis of pancreatitis, one of the most 
important DBE complications, has yet to be defined. It has 
been proposed that pancreatitis could be caused by duo-
denal hyperpressure due to the overtube and by the intes-
tinal shortening produced by the technique itself. Another 
possible cause may be the obstruction of the pancreatic 
duct due to direct compression or friction of the papil-
la by the overtube or the balloons (15,20). Other authors 
share this opinion, considering that intraluminal duode-
nal hypertension caused by the DBE balloons may induce 
duodenal-content reflux in the pancreatic duct, causing 
enzyme activation and subsequent development of acute 
pancreatitis (14). However, according to these theories the 
pancreatic condition should be diffuse and never focused 
in the body and tail as occurs in the cases of pancreatitis 
described (6,13,14).

Different studies describe that one maneuver to prevent 
possible injury in the duodenal papillary region is to avoid 
insufflating the balloons before reaching the ligament of Tre-
itz (6-8,17), in spite of which hyperamylasemia and pan-
creatitis symptoms are still detected. Thus, avoiding papilla 
occlusion or injury caused by the balloon does not seem to 
be the only solution to post-DBE pancreatitis (21), although 
it does reduce iatrogenic effects on the pancreas (22).

The possible vascular disorder provoked by the push 
and pull maneuvers during DBE may be the cause of an 
increase in the pancreatic enzymes and acute pancreatitis 
as a consequence of the prolonged compression of the pan-
creatic blood supply and the traction and compression of 
the mesentery (15). The results of a study by Zepeda-Gó-
mez et al. on 92 patients associate the vascular theory with 

direct pancreatic trauma as the main phenomena in the 
development of post-DBE pancreatitis (8).

In relationship to the above, the proposal of this exper-
imental study was evaluating the vascular effects, which 
affect the pancreas to corroborate if the vascular etiopatho-
genic hypothesis is responsible for post-DBE pancreati-
tis. The different results of the present study enable us to 
affirm that intestinal and pancreatic perfusion are affected 
as a result of the DBE.

Firstly, the pathological findings of the pancreatic study 
show, as do the findings of a previous experimental study 
in porcine model by Latorre et al. (22), that the DBE pro-
vokes pathological alterations related to tissue necrosis 
principally located on the pancreatic tail. The main finding 
after the pathological study is the appearance of necrotic 
foci and the lack of dilation of the pancreatic ducts, as 
with other authors, do not consider that the hypothesis of 
the obstruction of the major duodenal papilla or duode-
nal reflux is solely cause of post-DBE pancreatitis (21). It 
should be borne in mind that in this experimental study, 
as is common practice in clinical groups (6-8,21), the bal-
loons were not insufflated in the first duodenal segment, 
given that this seems to prevent pancreatic iatrogenic yet in 
spite of this maneuver there were alterations in the serum 
amylase and lipase, as well as in the CRP at 24 hours or 
7 days. A recent clinical study described how post-DBE 
hyperamylasemia might be associated with an increase in 
intestinal permeability, caused by damage to the intestinal 
mucosa due to the friction and pressure of the enteroscope. 
This fact favors amylase absorption at the intestinal bar-
rier, a circumstance that has been shown by correlating 
hyperamylasemia with the lactulose/mannitol index, which 
reflects changes in intestinal permeability (23,24).

The determining factor when considering the ischemic 
etiopathogenesis as the possible trigger for the pancreatic 
damage is the results of the immunohistochemical study 
related to the vascular endothelial growth factor. To date 
no studies have been published evaluating this hypoxia 
marker after DBE. VEGF plays an important role in tissue 
repair, restoring the oxygen supply when blood circulation 
is insufficient, via capillary neoformation. Amongst other 

Fig. 5. Selective angiogram of the cranial mesenteric artery. T0, before 
the DBE. T1, at the end of DBE, after retraction. Red line shows the aorta.

Fig. 6. Selective angiogram of the celiac trunk. T0, before the DBE. T1, at 
the end of DBE, after retraction. Red line shows the aorta.
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factors, hypoxia has been shown to be the main VEGF 
transcription inductor (25). On the pancreatic level, VEGF 
plays an important role in the correct functioning of the 
pancreas and it has been shown that pancreatic islets 
respond to the reduction of local oxygen supply with dif-
ferent strategies to increase their oxygenation, including 
an increase in VEGF expression (26,27).

The VEGF expression in the pancreatic tissue of the 
group-I animals means we can propose that the torsion or 
compression of the pancreatic vascularization during DBE 
provokes a situation of related pancreatic hypoxia and 
ischemia which, depending on its severity, could trigger 
pancreatitis symptoms. The pancreatic tail is the portion 
which reveals most damage as it is the part of the pancreas 
which has the most limited blood supply, only receiving 
blood from one branch of the splenic artery, which is the 
same in both humans and the porcine model used (28).

The angiographic study shows how the topography of 
the complete mesenteric vascular axis is modified, which 
is related to the intestinal folding and retraction maneuvers 
typical of DBE. This modification has effects both on the 
small intestine and pancreatic blood supply, as can be seen 
in the caudal pancreaticoduodenal artery. Similar results are 
obtained in the selective angiography study of the celiac 
trunk with vascular alterations caused by the DBE. This situ-
ation becomes extreme during retraction in the zones of deep 
insertion. Coinciding with our results, Kita recommends that 
the enteroscopic overtube should be retracted as gently as 
possible in order to avoid the traction force having an effect 
on the pancreas, which would predictably decrease the vas-
cular and traumatic effects on the pancreas (17).

In conclusion, this experimental study shows that oral 
DBE produces alterations in the celiac trunk and cranial 
mesenteric artery topography in the porcine model, which 
could cause episodes of intestinal and pancreatic hypoper-
fusion as well as necrotic foci from ischemia, which induce 
an active expression of VEGF in the pancreas. All of this 
would support the possible ischemic etiopathogenesis 
described for post-DBE pancreatitis.
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